
ENT. WEELSBY WOODS - DAYTIME

JENNY and Sam a young couple decide to set up their best

friends up ELENA and THOMAS. They all meet up at Weelsby

Woods and sit on a BENCH. Elena and Thomas start talking

and immediately fall for each other.

ENT. BEACH - DAYTIME

Elena and Thomas are walking down the beach holding hands,

they decide to stop and buy some ICE-CREAM. They then both

stop and look at the view whilst eating their ice-cream.

Thomas looks at Elena and smiles, she then catches him

smiling at her and pushes his ice cream in his face.

INT. THOMAS’ ROOM - NIGHT-TIME

Thomas is playing a VIDEO GAME with Elena laid on him, she

starts distracting him and poking his face. Thomas throws

the remote pad and starts to tickle Elena. They both look

into each others eyes and kiss.

ENT. WEELSBY WOODS - DAYTIME

Thomas and Elena are sitting on their BENCH holding each

other close. They both start acting all cute, holding

hands, kissing each others cheeks.

INT. ELENA’S LIVING ROOM - DAYTIME

Elena and Thomas are cuddling up on the SOFA watching a

romantic movie on the TV.

INT. ELENA’S DINNING ROOM - 3 MONTHS LATER- NIGHT-TIME

Elena and Thomas are sitting down at the DINNING TABLE

having a romantic candle lit dinner. Josh looks at Elena

and grabs her hand and looks deeply into her eyes.

THOMAS

I know this is very soon to say,

but it’s true. I am in love with

you Elena.

ELENA

I love you too, more than you

know.

INT. ELENA’S BEDROOM - NIGH TIME

Elena and Thomas are in Elena’s bed kissing then the pull

the covers over their heads.



2.

INT. ELENA’S BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING

Elena walks up early to find Thomas by the door with

breakfast on a tray, as he walks closer she notices a rose

on the tray as well. They both kiss.

ENT. WEELSBY WOODS - DAYTIME

Elena and Thomas decide to go for a romantic walk

together, holding hands. They walk towards the park and

have a go on the SWINGS taking turns to push each other.

Elena starts gigging as Thomas pushes her to high.

INT. THOMAS’ ROOM - NIGHT-TIME

Elena and Thomas are cuddling up on the SOFA watching a

romantic movie on the TV. Thomas stares at Elena as she

watches the movie, when she looks up at him Thomas quickly

looks at the television and smiles acting like he wasn’t

looking at her.

INT. ELENA’S LIVING ROOM - DAYTIME

Elena’s living room is filled with Thomas’ things

everywhere such as CLOTHES, VIDEO GAMES and DIRTY POTS.

Elena picks up one of his tops and starts yelling at him.

He starts looking confused and just shrugs his shoulders

at her. Elena throws a PILLOW at him. Thomas walks up to

her picks her up and kisses her and tries to calm her

down.

INT. ELENA’S DINNING ROOM - 2 MONTHS LATER - NIGHT-TIME

Elena is waiting at the dinning table with a romantic

candlelit meal prepared for her and Thomas but he hasn’t

turned up. She looks at the clock and then blows out the

candles.

INT. ELENA’S BEDROOM ROOM - NIGHT-TIME

Thomas turns up very late and climbs into bed to find

Elena rolled over and angry. They don’t talk, they just

stare at the celling.

INT. THOMAS’ ROOM - NIGHT-TIME

The couple start arguing again over them not spending time

together like they used to and they fell as is the are

drifting away from each other. Thomas tries to calm Elena

down but she pushes him off her several times. Thomas

starts shouting at back at her and the run into different

rooms.



3.

ENT. SOME BAR - DAYTIME

Elena meets up with Jenny her best friend seeking advice

about Josh. She hugs Jenny and starts to cry. They start

talking but as Jenny is giving her advice she starts to

daydream about Thomas reminiscing their memories together.

Elena completely blanks out what Jenny is saying only her

last sentence.

JENNY

Maybe you two should end it?

honestly is doesn’t seem like its

working out! maybe its for the

best?

ELENA

NO! I love him! More than

anything!

(loudly)

ELENA EXITS THE BAR.

ENT. SOME BAR -DAYTIME

Thomas meets up with Sam his best friend seeking advice

about Elena. He hugs Sam soon as he sees him. They start

talking but as Sam is giving him advice Thomas starts to

daydream about Elena reminiscing their memories together.

Thomas completely blanks out what Sam is saying only his

last sentence.

SAM

Maybe you two should end it?

honestly is doesn’t seem like its

working out! maybe its for the

best?

THOMAS

NO! I love her! More than

anything!

(loudly)

THOMAS EXITS THE BAR.

ENT. WEELSBY WOODS - DAYTIME

Elena is sitting on her and Thomas’ bench texting Thomas.

(TEXTING)

ELENA

HI...so I had a realization today

and it was talking to Jenny that

it happened. I realized I love

you so much and I never what to

lose you. So I was hoping that

you can find it in your heart to

forgive me and lets try all of

this again.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

THOMAS

Oh Elena I have never stopped

loving you, or will I ever stop.

I had a realization too today

that I was stupid, for

everything! Every couple fight.

All relationships include

fights,arguments, disagreements

and shit happened but real

relationships get through it

together...we are a real

relationship, we can get through

this...together!

ELENA

Where are you, come meet me i’m

at our bench!

THOMAS

I know!

Elena looks up to see Thomas staring at her smiling, She

gets up off the bench as kisses him.

INT. ELENA’S BEDROOM - NIGH TIME

Elena and Thomas are in Elena’s bed kissing then the pull

the covers over their heads.

The end.


